

Monroe has been harmed by the Stabilization/Hold-Harmless provision to the tune of one
to two million dollars a year for the last couple of years. Additionally, the state’s failure to
fully fund their own formula subsequent to the 2008/2009 school year has cost Monroe
approximately seven million dollars a year over the last eight years.



Monroe’s funding was handicapped with the 2010/2011 School Budget. Monroe received
a 95% reduction in state aid of $4.4 million leaving us with only $238,000. $4.2 million
dollars was thereby shifted from what was formally the state’s obligation to now that of
the local taxpayers, where it has remained ever since. Monroe is one of the 3 districts in
the county that receives no equalization aid, which is the most substantial type of state aid.
Monroe is grossly underserved in terms of the state’s obligation to fund education. Monroe
taxpayers currently fund an unprecedented 88% of resources required to provide for the
schools.



Now, I would like to touch briefly on the state’s adequacy calculation which also reduces
Monroe’s categorical state aid. Monroe is over 43 square miles, the largest land mass in
Middlesex County. Sidewalks are not prevalent in most neighborhoods causing the district
to spend millions annually in the transportation budget to safeguard students on hazardous
routes. Special Education mandates plus many more factors beyond our control contribute
to Monroe’s over adequacy status which causes a direct phase out of eligible categorical
aid. Monroe spends 30% of the General Fund Budget on 18% of the population
representing classified students.



Monroe has not qualified for equalization aid in the last decade. A districts Adequacy
Budget, is designed to be funded by equalization aid. Districts’ total Adequacy Budgets
are supported by a combination of state and local funding. Under the formula, the
calculation of each district’s Local Fair Share is based on the wealth of each community as
measured by aggregate income and property value. As should be expected under an
equitable system, wealthy municipalities will still be expected to pick up a larger share of
the cost of public education in their districts than poorer communities, but every district
should receive some state aid. A district’s calculation of equalization aid comes from a
calculation called Local Fair Share. There is no fairness in Local Fair Share that
calculates no aid for districts like Monroe.



Now, I would like to discuss the demographics of our town, so you can better understand
who bears the levy. 60% of the residents of Monroe reside in Monroe’s Planned Retirement
Communities. According to the decennial census, greater than 1/3 of Monroe’s residents
are 65 or older. These are the residents that are being asked to bear the cost of 88% of the
revenues required for the school budget.



So understanding the state’s limitation in resources to provide state aid, I would like to
provide a very reasonable solution, or an out, for the state.

Proposal:
I propose that the state develop a more graduated scale to ensure every public school
district receives some level of Adequacy Budget funding by modifying the Local Fair
Share calculation to ensure that districts receive a minimal amount per pupil required
to responsibly operate a school district. This is not the idea that each student receives
the same amount of state aid, but a more responsible method of delivering the promise
of SFRA 2008, that under an equitable system wealthy municipalities will still be
expected to pick up a larger share of the cost of public education in their districts than
poorer communities, but every district will continue to receive some equalization state
aid.

